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Love, Marriage and Children
The Rosicrucian Philosophy teaches us that we should overcome
and transmute all selfish love which seeks the ownership of
another and which operates on the material plane in a purely
physical way. We should endeavor to sublimate selfish love into an
allembracing, altruistic, spiritual love which is of the soul and
includes all things, high or low, increasing in proportion to the
needs of the recipient.
(Ref., Rosicrucian CosmoConception )
There was a time when maninthemaking was malefemale
and able to beget children without the assistance of another, but
when one pole of the creative force was directed upward to build
the brain and the larynx, mankind ceased to be bisexual and
thenceforth each male or female had to seek its complement to
accomplish the begetting of children.
Therefore marriage was instituted by the angels as a sacrament
and the sacred rite of generation was performed under their
supervision in great temples at certain times of the year when the
interplanetary lines of force were propitious for propagation. The
rest of the time all lived together in the paradisaical bliss of chase

companionship. Therefore parturition was painless, and sickness
and sorrow were unknown.
But when under the guidance of the fallen angels, the Lucifer
spirits, mankind commenced to exercise the creative function for
pleasure, regardless of the Stellar Ray, death entered and woman
began to bring forth her children in sorrow and suffering.
The purpose of marriage is the perpetuation of the race and
according to the physical natures of the parents, plus their
environment, will the child be.
(Ref., Message of the Stars, and, (Ref. #2 »).)
Parents are held rigidly responsible for the care and custody of
children. The privilege of rendering service and help to an
incoming Ego is a divine one and woe be unto him who misuses
this privilege by neglect or carelessness.
Therefore, Fellow Student, let us endeavor, to the best of our
ability, to live up to the highest spiritual concepts of love and
marriage and consider it a sacred duty to apply our knowledge of
these higher truths in the treatment, management, and education
of our children.
Love
Shown chiefly by the 5th house, planets therein and aspects
thereto. If there are not planets therein consider ruler of the sign
on the cusp of the 5th house and the sign Leo, natural ruler of that
house.
Also consider well the moral and emotional natures when you
judge a nativity from the standpoint of love.

(Ref., Message of the Stars.)
Marriage
Indicated by the 7th house, planets therein, aspects thereto and
the sign Libra. If house is vacant, consider ruler of sign on the
cusp.
In a woman's chart, the 7th house, Libra, and the planets Sun
and Venus.
In a man's chart, 7th house, Libra, and the planets Moon and
Venus.
(Ref., Message of the Stars, and, (Ref. #2 »).)
Children
Ascertained by both charts of the parents. In a single chart of a
prospective parent by—
Fifth house and the planets Moon, Venus, and Jupiter.
(Ref., Message of the Stars.)
Questions:
[You are welcome to email your answers and/or
comments to us. Please be sure to include the course name
and Independent Study Module number in your email to
us. Or, you are also welcome to use the answer form below.
(Java required) You will find the answers to the questions
below in the next Astrology Independent Study Module.]
1] [a] What sign rules the 5th house in the horoscope?

[b] What planet rules the 5th house in the horoscope?
[c] Name the natural 5th house ruler of the chart.
[d] Name one other planet influencing the 5th house.
[e] Name one other sign influencing the 5th house.
2] Name the sign and planet ruling the 7th house.
3] At what time of life should marriage bring this boy the most
happiness? Why?
4] Write 300 words on the future prospects of love, marriage, and
children, as shown in this boy's horoscope.
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1. Air signs on Midheaven Ascendant, second and sixth cusps
cusps (Aquarius, Gemini and Libra) would show success in any
literary, artistic, or clerical pursuit involving study or research. The
tendency to follow a number of vocations is indicated.
The second house is strongly fortified with Gemini on the cusp
and the Sun, Moon, and Venus therein.
Gemini on the cusp of the second house will bring this boy
changeable fortunes and a diversity of mental pursuits, and these
conditions are augmented by the Moon. The latter promises a
future of fluctuating finances.
Venus in the second house is in its own house. This almost
guarantees financial success but it will also tend to make this boy
wasteful, prodigal, and he will usually spend more titan he earns,
squandering his money on pleasures, women and sybaritic muses.
His emotions also will have much to do with his financial gains and
losses.
Venus and the Sun, both posited in Cancer, the latter a good
business sign, will give him a leaning toward dealing in
commodities that are used by everybody, or which are commonly
used in everyday life and in the home.
— Back to Top —
A business which has a quick turnover will bring financial results
to this boy.
Cancer has practically the entire rulership over the second house
though Mercury is the ruler of the sign on its cusp, and Mercury is
a good business planet also, ruling the middleman, the

commission merchant, the agent, the gobetween, the writer,
thinker, the mental creator.
The Sun in the second house, in Cancer, in conjunction with the
Moon, will cause this troy to want to change his jobs often until he
finally settles down to his life's work. The Sun in the second house,
in Cancer, is very promising for monetary gain, however, the
tendency to squander his money will always dog his footsteps and
the, thought of "easy come, easy go" will invariably haunt him.
One can be poor on an income of a million if one spends two
million.
The Sun in Cancer is especially fortunate for success in later
years.
Cancer people are often pioneers in certain lines of business or
in new endeavors. Their great tenacity enables them to persist
until they arrive at a certain standard. And when they have
reached that standard they are ready to start something new.
Mars, with the help of the sextile to Mercury and the trine to
Saturn, and Uranus trine Jupiter, will give him the urge to invent
things in a mechanical, literary, and philosophical way that should
be of some benefit to humanity.
All in all the second house is excellently fortified and promises
much financial success and money through the native's own
efforts, in spite of the aforementioned conditions of fluctuation and
prognosticated "ups and downs."
Mercury in third house house is especially suitable for business
that takes the native on short journeys. Selling will probably be
followed at some interval in life and he could become an excellent
commercial traveler for an engineering firm demonstrating

mechanical models. Gemini on Ascendant gives great dexterity
and the Moon in the second house gives him favor as a salesman
and makes him well liked by the public.
The sixth house is one of voluntary service which we perform as
our share of the world's work for an equivalent share of the
world's wealth.
The sixth house, in the horoscope we are delineating, is ruled by
Venus, as Libra is on the cusp. Venus being in the second house
will put this boy under the yoke of business and engender in him a
maximum of ambition for success in the material affairs and things
of life.
Mars is also prominent in the rulership of the sixth house,
because of Scorpio's interception therein.
This will give him energy and enthusiasm in his work and make
him skillful and methodical never resting until his work is as
perfect as he can make it, even if he is forced to do it over and
over again.
And because Venus, ruler of the sixth house, is in the second
house, and Mars, coruler of the sixth house, is in the Ascendant,
together with the Sun and Moon in the second house also, he will
always be chiefly concerned with business, the making of money
and the acquiring of material things. For his heart is very definitely
located in the lower desirephase of temporal cravings, wherein
the acquisition of wealth, fame and fortune hold supreme sway.
The eighth house is devoid of planets and has twentynine
degrees of Sagittarius on the cusp with Jupiter as ruler of the
house in Leo in the fourth house. This will bring him money in later
life from his wife, from legacies or through partnerships, as

Sagittarius is also on the cusp of the seventh house, Jupiter ruler
thereof.
Jupiter trine Uranus will bring him success through law or
mechanical pursuits. As teaching is so strongly stressed, he may
find work as a professor or lecturer on law or engineering.
The tenth house is ruled by Saturn and Uranus with some
influence from Jupiter.
Saturn's influence in Aquarius will make the boy deliberate and
seriousminded with an inclination for science, literature,
philosophy and law. He will no doubt be forced to work hard and
earn all his horrors and any other position of importance he may
ever occupy. And when he will have earned it, Uranus will
suddenly shower recognition and honors upon him, though he may
be diffident about them, the Moon being square Uranus.
However he must keep a constant lookout because just when
fame and fortune are being showered profusely, Uranus is quite
liable to doublecross him, upset his best laid plants and bring
sudden disaster—short lived in his case, however.
If mechanical inclinations were developed and the advantages of
Saturn, Mars and Uranus in this chart were stressed in vocational
education, engineering. would be a strong and profitable field.
Mars gives aggressiveness and dynamic energy for active work.
Saturn shoulders responsibility and lends system and foresight.
Uranus gives ingenuity and ability to solve problems, also
inventive ability for the development of new ideas and cleverness
in adapting the latest advances of science.
The trine between Uranus and Jupiter, both corulers of the
tenth house, should bring him fame at some time of life.

Saturn ruling the tenth house, in the ninth house, will give the
boy a tremendous leaning toward the writing and study of law and
the studies of philosophy, physics, and metaphysics.
Saturn at home in Aquarius in ninth house trine Mars makes a
good lawyer or judge.
In résumé, the chart from the vocational and financial
standpoints, promises much success and money through
application, arduous work, and a serious concentration on the
more profound phases of the conditions which lie beneath the
surface of physical life.
2. Journalist, lecturer, or writer: because —
Gemini rising: mental sign, writing.
Mars in Gemini sextile Mercury in third house: literary ability,
expression.
Air signs on Midheaven, second, and sixth cusps: literary,
intellectual or mental vocation.
Mercury, ruler of horoscope, in natural house, third: evidence of
natural expression in writing, speaking or journalism.
Mars in Ascendant trine Saturn in 9th house in Aquarius: could
write on religion or law.
Aquarius on Midheaven: a fixed, mental sign, original, inventive:
this augmented by Sun, Moon, and Venus in Cancer, gives him
great imagination and foresight.
Using best aspects of Mercury and Neptune: added expression
and inspiration.

Teacher: because —
Mercury ruler of chart: school teacher.
Jupiter and Mercury arc in Leo: latter natural 5th house ruler:
house of teaching.
Jupiter trine Uranus: could teach law or mechanical subjects.
Mercury opposition Saturn enables him to teach saturnine
subjects: penetration, depth of mind.
Aquarius on Midheaven and Saturn in Aquarius: inclination for
scientific teaching and work in the laboratory.
3. The boy's financial prospects are excellent.
Sun, Moon, and Venus in 2nd house in Cancer indicate money.
Saturn, well aspected in 9th, in Aquarius, ruling the latter sign
and 10th house also, indicates success.
Part of Fortune in Ascendant.
Mercury, part ruler of 2nd house, situated in 3rd house and ruler
of horoscope, sextile Mars on the Ascendant, in Mercury's sign,
shows money from mental pursuits.
The Sun, Moon, and Venus in Cancer, and in the 2nd house will
prove him to be addicted to the making of money, and almost
guarantees him success in this field, but always there lurks the
danger of extravagance.
Planets in Cancer in 2nd house show wealth from family as well
as being an excellent indication for earned income.

Supplemental Student Material:
Diameter, Quadrant, and Decanate
For the pursuance of this material, a brief review of the Generic
Spectrum will be necessary.
The zodiac is not just a ''belt;" it is an emanation of vibratory
qualities starting at the first degree of the cardinal firesign Aries;
this point is, abstractly, the initiation of the circumference of the
vibratory wheel of astrological science. This point is the
objectificationincarnation—of the potentials inherent in the central
point of the circle. The Ascendantradius—the left horizontal—is
the "projection of potentials from subjectivity to objectivity." In
any given circle, the same radius is used to manifest the circle;
hence all of the housecusps in the wheel are emanations of the
Ascendantradius and they picture the unfoldment of generic
Consciousness in experience and realization of the ideal through
spiritualized transmutations and expressions.
The mandala which pictures the structure of generic quality is
the twelvehoused wheel with the signs Aries, Cancer, Libra, and
Capricorn on the cusps of the first, fourth, seventh, and tenth
houses, respectively. The horizontal and vertical diameters,
intersecting at the center, form the cross of incarnation; the
straight lines which connect the cardinal cusps form the
evolutionary field by which humanity has experience in
relationship with each other. In this mandala, we see the two field
bisection of the circle; two diameters creating two pairs of semi
circles. These diameters represent the twofold expression of
Polarity; that which generates (CapricornCancer: the diameter of
parentage), and that which is generated (AriesLibra: the
Ascendant and its complement). This mandala illustrates, in

astrological symbol the Masternumber twentytwo. Two is the
only digit which gives the same result (four) when added to itself
and when multiplied by itself. Twentytwo is the number of
mastery expressing in form—it is the higher octave of
complementation and it is significant that every human being must
fulfill evolutionary experience by incarnation in both physical
sexes. The four cardinal signs pictured in this mandala comprise
the incarnated way by which the manhoodwomanhood of every
human being evolves through relationshipexperience and distills
its spiritualizations from which the Ideal is manifested. All human
relationships—either biological or otherwise—are derived from this
archetypal foundation: the bipolar generator and the bipolar
generated.
Since the elemental trines symbolize the spiritualization of the
generic qualities, we derive our generic spectrum from the
relationship of exaltationsigns of the rulers of these four signs.
Mars (male begotten and ruler of Aries) is exalted—maturedin
Capricorn, ruled by Saturn, the fathersymbol; Saturn is exalted in
Libra ruled by Venus and complement of Mars's sign Aries; Venus
is exalted in Pisces, third octave of the watertrine, the last sign in
the zodiacal sequence, and this trine is initiated by the cardinal
sign Cancer, ruled by the Moon—symbol of Mother— and
complement of Saturn 's Capricorn.
Hence the fire and earth signs, since they are" initiated " by
male symbols, are the male signs; the air and water signs,
initiated by female symbols, are the female signs. Since every
human being, as male or as female, is bipolar, we recognize a
twofold division of the male signs and the female signs into
masculine and feminine. The firesigns form the first half of the
male half of the zodiac so they are the masculine male signs; the
earthsigns follow, in sequence (Taurus follows Aries), so they are

the feminine male signs. The air signs, initiated by the cardinal
sign Libra, ruled by Venus, represent the masculine half of the
female signs; the water signs, initiated by Cancer, comprise the
feminine female signs. Thus we see the entire zodiac representing
a twofold expression of twofold polarity; from the first degree of
Aries, the most masculine point, to the thirtieth degree of Pisces,
the most feminine point. List the signs in this sequence and learn
for future reference.
The lower half (below the horizontal diameter) of the wheel is
initiated by Aries: the upper half is initiated by Libra, as
"reflection" of the lower half. The esoteric keynote of the first
degree of Aries—the Ascendantpoint of the great Mandala—is I
am. In this Ascendant line is implied all the potentials shown in
the zodiacal unfoldment and the contents of the astrological wheel.
Therefore, it naturally follows that in the thirty degrees of Aries is
implied the "contents" of the upper half of the wheel. This
"content" is symbolically implied by the last fifteen degrees of the
sign. The "cusp" of the sixteenth degree of the sign is the potential
of the completed horizontal diameter of the wheel. When the left
horizontal radius is "unfolded" to form a completed diameter, the
"extension" results in what we call the cusp of the seventh house—
the initiating point of the upper half of the circle. Since any degree
of any sign can appear as the Ascendant of a horoscope, we
recognize that the division of any sign into two halves of fifteen
degrees each represents a symbolic picture of the polarity of that
sign in embryo, and though the author, at this point, has not
reached any specific conclusion as to the significant difference of
planets placed in the first fifteen degrees of a sign and those
placed in the last fifteen degrees, the picture is suggested that
planets placed in the second half of the thirty degrees, if
expressed unregeneratively, are potentials for much more

"effective" negative karma—in the sense that being in the
"polarityhalf" of the sign, their negative expressions imply a
possibility of being reflected in future incarnations by other people
with whom the subject will have relationship. In other words, the
second fifteen degrees, by analogy, might be termed the "feminine
half" of the sign. "Feminine" means "reflective." Hence if we wish
to avoid future suffering through painful reaction to others, we
owe it to ourselves to regenerate planets so placed, the implication
being that in future (unfoldment in TimeSpace) those planetary
vibrations will focalize our complementary relationship patterns
and we will much more definitely "get back from others what
we've dished out this time." Divide each house of a Great Mandala
in two equal parts; place your natal planetary positions in this
wheel and see in which half of their signs the planets fall. Perhaps
you, as an inquiring student, can reach a conclusion in this matter.
If you have squares or oppositions between planets placed in the
latter fifteen degrees of their signs, do you feel more responsive to
people who express negative qualities represented by those
planets than you do to those who negatively reflect your "first
fifteendegree " planets? Do you feel that, with careful analysis,
you can determine whether your first fifteen degree planets give
you greater freedom of direct expression than do the latter fifteen
degree planets? Analyze your planetary squares and oppositions
from this standpoint and see if the polaritypattern implied helps
to clarify your reactioncapacities and expressioncapacities.
Quadrants: In the Great Mandala, the subdivision of the first
house—and the sign Aries—into four quadrants of 71/2 degrees
each pictures the "embryonic state" of the cardinal cross. Applying
the Law of Correspondence we relate this division of one sign to
the fourfold division of the entire wheel. Starting with Aries and
"unfolding" the wheel counterclockwise, we find that each

succeeding quadrant is initiated respectively by Cancer, Libra,
Capricorn.
The subdivision of a sign into two sections of fifteen degrees
each is particularly applicable to the study of the opposition
aspects and all complementary patterns generally. The subdivision
of a sign into quadrants, however, applies to the analysis of the
square aspects, since every square aspect is, allowing for orb, a
pattern of 90degree relationship and each quadrant of the wheel
is a 90degree division. The division into quadrants (by degrees
and minutes) represents zero to seven degrees, thirty minutes;
seven degrees, thirtyone minutes to fifteen degrees; fifteen
degrees, one minute to twentytwo degrees, thirty minutes;
twentytwo degrees, thirtyone minutes to twentynine degrees,
fiftynine minutes. The next "step" brings us to zero of the next
sign.
There are three "crosses" implied in the structure of the twelve
signs: cardinal, fixed, and mutable. In cycle unfoldment from the
ascendant of the Great Mandala, the three crosses appear four
times, in the four quadrants of the wheel: Aries, Taurus, Gemini;
Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius; Capricorn,
Aquarius, and Pisces. Each cardinal "initiation" is a new way of
saying I am—as extensions of the basic I am of Aries; each cross
represents a pattern of growth and unfoldment through experience
in the twofold expression of twofold polarity; we evolve through
phases of male and female Lifetakers and Lifegivers. The
"crosses" simply represent the processes by which we distill
wisdom from our experiences and unfold the inner resources of
love toward the attainment of realization of the ideal. Since, in a
correctly calculated horoscope, every planet is placed where it is
by due process of Law, there must be a valuable key in the
placement of planets by quadrant. Each individual sign of the

zodiac has its particular planetary ruler, as basic focalizer of the
generic quality of the sign. But since thirty degrees represents a
sequence of sign quality and because the Law of Correspondence
applies to astrological structure as it does to any other
manifestation, let us consider the placement of planets by
quadrant in terms of secondary rulerships. The first quadrant of a
mutable sign is ruled by the planetary ruler of the sign; the second
quadrant is secondarily ruled by the planet that rules the next sign
of that cross; the third quadrant is secondarily ruled by the planet
that rules the next cross sign and the fourth quadrant is
secondarily ruled by the next. For example:
— Back to Top —
Capricorn: Primary ruler: Saturn.
Capricorn is the cardinal sign.
First quadrant.....secondary ruler—Saturn
Second quadrant....Mars—ruler of Aries
Third quadrant....Moon—ruler of Cancer
Fourth quadrant....Venus—ruler of Libra
Leo: Primary ruler: the Sun.
Leo is a fixed sign.
First quadrant....the Sun—ruler of Leo
Second quadrant....Pluto—ruler of Scorpio
Third quadrant....Uranus—ruler of Aquarius
Fourth quadrant....Venus—ruler of Taurus
Pisces: Primary ruler: Neptune.
Pisces is a mutable sign.
First quadrant....Neptune—ruler of Pisces
Second quadrant....Mercury—ruler of Gemini

Third quadrant....Mercury—ruler of Virgo
Fourth quadrant....Jupiter—ruler of Sagittarius
Note that the extension of the first and third quadrants and the
second and fourth quadrants would picture two aspects of polarity;
this composite of polarity is pictured in the horoscopical wheel as
the two diameters of each cross. Give careful consideration to your
square aspects and the planets involved with reference to the
secondary rulerships; the secondary rulers act as "handmaidens"
or "righthandmen" to the primary rulers and their influence is
effective in analysis of the planetary expressionqualities.
Decanates: In the study of decanates, we come to an analysis of
each sign from the standpoint of its spiritual potentials. Just as the
three crosses of four signs each are "unfolded" from the Ascendant
of the Great Mandala, so the four generic trines of three signs each
are "unfolded" from the Ascendant. The fifteendegree and seven
and a half degree divisions proceed—as "experienceunfoldment"
through the zodiac counter clockwise from the Ascendant; the
picture shown is that of Humanity moving through its experience
patterns on the "onwardandupward" path—from level to level,
ever ascending through evolutionary processes. However, in the
cycle of generic trines, the path is clockwise—and this is not a
"cyclic" motion. It is an evaluation of the zodiacal powers from the
standpoint of the spiritual potential. As we saw earlier in this
discussion, it is based on the exaltationpoints of the planets ruling
the signs of structure—the cardinal signs.
The spiritual potential of the generic quality of each zodiacal sign
is threefold; the archetypal keywords are (1) Power; (2) Love
and (3) Wisdom. The second and third of these octaves are the
emotional and mental perfections by which the essential power of
each cardinal sign is released, in transmuted expression. The

decanates of each sign are the division of the sign into three
groups of ten degrees each. The second and third decanates of a
sign symbolize the embryonic stage of the LoveWisdom
potentials; these potentials are expressed in the wheel by the two
signs which correspond to the decanate; they are the two other
signs of the same element as the particular cardinal. In the fixed
and mutable signs, we see the Law of Correspondence and the
Principle of Recapitulation at work and thus we can attribute to
each decanate its appropriate coruler—as follows:
Fire signs: First decanate: AriesMars; second: LeoSun; third:
SagittariusJupiter.
Earth signs: First: CapricornSaturn; second: TaurusVenus;
third: VirgoMercury.
Air signs: First: LibraVenus; second: Aquarius Uranus; third:
GeminiMercury.
Water signs: First: CancerMoon; second: Scorpio Pluto; third:
PiscesNeptune.
The Hermetic Law of Correspondence is beautifully evidenced,
particularly, by one example of this decanateanalysis. The second
decanate of each element is the "Fixedsign" decanate. When we
extend the three decanates of each element into the twelve signed
wheel, we see that the fixedsign decanates become the midpoint
of each quadrant of the wheel. "Middle of sign" becomes, by
correspondence, "middle of quadrant of the circle." The midpoint
of each fixed signhouse (Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, Aquarius) (second,
fifth, eighth, eleventh) when connected by straight lines becomes
the symbol of the square aspect—the archsymbol of congestion;
since the fixed decanate of each sign is the love decanate we see
how the astrological mandala points clearly to the spiritualized

releasement of emotional congestions: that of expression of the
loveconsciousness. Each sign (regardless of its generic quality)
reaches its apex of compression at the midpoint—the jointure of
the fifteenth and sixteenth degrees. This jointure is exactly in the
middle of the second decanate. The cardinal decanate—the first
ten degrees of any sign—carries out, by the Law of
correspondence, the "beginningness" attribute of the cardinal signs
as they represent the basic "turningpoints" in the progress
through the wheel. The third decanates (the last ten degrees)
carry out the "transitional quality" of the mutable signs since, after
the midpoint of the sign has been passed the "energies" begin to
"recede" from the basic quality of the sign and approach the
"modulation" into the next sign. So the mutable signs of the
Zodiac form the transitional points from one ninetydegree
quadrant into the next quadrant.
Of what practical value is all this, you ask; and you have a right
to ask. When we remember that "every problem contains its own
cure" we can study afflicted and congested planets from the
standpoint of their placement by signquadrant and signdecanate
and extract from that information a great deal that tells us about
the inherent possibilities for regenerating the expression of that
planet. For example: a congested planet is in the twentysixth
degree of Capricorn; this is in the Libra quadrant, secondarily ruled
by Venus; it is in the Virgo decanate, secondarily ruled by
Mercury. Its placement in the Libra quadrant (Capricorn 's fourth
quadrant) is analogous to the relationship between Capricorn and
Aries in the Great Mandala—Capricorn being Aries' fourth
quadrant; the keyword is responsibilityfulfillment; the Libra sub
vibration conveys "relationship harmonization" through balance
and right exchange. The Virgo decanate (the third octave—
Wisdom) of the earthtrine tells us that the spiritual purpose of the

experiences represented by the congested planet is the
unfoldment of greater understanding; the person must be willing
to learn from his experience in this matter; to the degree that he
seeks to learn, keeps an open mind receptive to instruction and
guidance will he utilize his spiritual resource for decrystallizing the
congestion. If he, through false pride, stubbornness, etc., closes
his mind to guidance he closes the door to his unfoldments;
relationshipharmonization cannot be established and the
congestion intensifies.
Example: a congested planet in the ninth degree of Leo (fixed
Fire—ruled by the Sun). This degree is in the Scorpio quadrant of
Leo (second division of seven and a half degrees) and in the Aries
decanate (first ten degrees). Since the planet is referred to as
"congested" and it is in a fixed sign, we recognize that the
congestion is intense—being in a fixed sign and in the Scorpio
quadrants Scorpio, in relationship to Leo, is analogous to Cancer in
relationship to Aries in the great Mandala; this relationship is
"congestion in familyrelationship," "adherence to the nest,"
''parental complex" and (possibly) congestion of the Love resource
by the exigencies of the sexual desirenature. However, this point
is in the Aries decanate—first decanate of a fire sign—and the
spiritualization of the Mars vibration is courage. Such a person will
find that subjective enterprise and awareness of his individual
rights will serve as a powerreleasement to decrystallize the
congestions to the Leoplanet. The primary rulership of Leo by the
Sun makes a positive attitude a "must" in dealing with these
problems.
And so on—with other congested patterns. Relate the decanate
and quadrant to the abstract picturing of the Great Mandala and
you will find that every variation of "problems" to be found in the
charts of humanbeings contain, by their placement, a direct clue

to the vibratory solutions. Expressions of planetary powers
through the spiritualized implications of the signs is the "go ahead"
signal for evolutionary progress and harmonious unfoldment of
potentials.
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